MEDICAL CONSULTING CENTRE

"Being human means
assuming responsibility."
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry

Wherever you happen to be at the moment –
we take care of your well-being!
Health is our greatest possession – regardless of national borders or climate zones.
For whichever country you happen to be travelling in, your physical integrity is
always our top priority.
Take advantage of our worldwide healthcare services. We ensure competent and
reliable medical care – as if you were at home.

"There can not be freedom
without security."
Wilhelm von Humboldt

You take center stage.
Services for our patients
Are you looking for medical treatment abroad? Are you confronted with a medical
problem on vacation or while visiting a foreign country?
If worse comes to worst, the Medical Consulting Centre finds the specialist for you
– worldwide, fast and absolutely dependably. This is guaranteed by our extensive
network of the best clinics in the corresponding region.
We act exclusively according to your individual wishes and requirements, as well as
in the scope of your financial budget.

"A peaceful soul
is a thing of wonder and
the pleasure in oneself."
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe

We think of everything.
We make your stay in a foreign land even more beautiful
In addition to providing you quick medical care abroad, upon request our
responsibilities also include organizing wellness activities that you may be familiar
with at home and would also like to take advantage of on vacation or a business
trip. This may include, for instance, massages or Traditional Chinese Medicine.
We also provide you with all kinds of aesthetic and plastic surgeries such as botox,
liposuction, lazer treatments, implantations, hair transplantation and more.

"Give every day the chance
to become the most beautiful
day of your life."
Mark Twain

Good to know.
Enjoy our complete service
Despite perfect health, circumstances may arise abroad that call for a true expert
on the country and its people to fulfill your wishes. We are specialists at offering
you exclusive arrangements for your unique leisure activities that certainly no
travel agent at home could manage that easily.
With our support you will experience:
■■ Wonderful theater events including operas, musicals and concerts
■■ Shopping tours to the most popular stores in the city and its surroundings
■■ Excursions to all the important sights in the region
■■ Visits to amusement parks such as: Europa-Park, Legoland and Disneyland
■■ Reservations at top restaurants
■■ Sports events such as: UEFA games, golf, horse races
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